A balloon -borne three -meter telescope for far -infrared and submillimeter astronomy has been proposed jointly by the University of Arizona, the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, and the University of Chicago. The purpose of this project is to provide a facility for photometry, spectroscopy, and imaging in the spectral region 30 micrometers to 1 millimeter, which is largely inaccessible with ground -based telescopes. The three -meter telescope will provide a much needed gain in sensitivity and spatial resolution compared with present approximately one -meter sized balloon and aircraft telescopes.
Introduction
Far infrared astronomy began 16 years ago with the discovery of the 100 pm radiation from the galaxy with a small balloon -borne telescope.
Since then, most of the progress in this field has been made with a variety of balloon -borne and aircraft telescopes up to 1.2 meters in size. These instruments have made possible observations from wavelengths of 30 um to 1 mm where the atmosphere from mountaintops is largely opaque except for poor "windows" at 350 pm, 450 pm and beyond 600 pm. Scientifically these observations have been important for observing the thermal emission from cool protostellar dust clouds, penetrating very dense dust surrounding star forming regions, measuring the spatial structure, temperature and energy outflow from such regions, determining the excitation and abundar:ce of molecules and ions in dense interstellar material, determining the distribution of thermal emission from the Milky Way and other galaxies, and measuring the energetics of active galactic nuclei.
Far infrared astronomy began 16 years ago with the discovery of the 100 ym radiation from the galaxy with a small balloon-borne telescope. Since then, most of the progress in this field has been made with a variety of balloon-borne and aircraft telescopes up to 1.2 meters in size. These instruments have made possible observations from wavelengths of 30 ym to 1 mm where the atmosphere from mountaintops is largely opaque except for poor "windows" at 350 ym, 450 ym and beyond 600 ym. Scientifically these observations have been important for observing the thermal emission from cool protostellar dust clouds, penetrating very dense dust surrounding star forming regions, measuring the spatial structure, temperature and energy outflow from such regions, determining the excitation and abundance of molecules and ions in dense interstellar material, determining the distribution of thermal emission from the Milky Way and other galaxies, and measuring the energetics of active galactic nuclei.
Progress in this field was greatly accelerated with the successful operation of the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS), launched in early 1983. This satellite is surveying and mapping out to a wavelength of 130 ym with far greater sensitivity than has been possible with any previous experiment. Future space experiments which have been initiated by NASA and by ESA f the Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) and the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO), will make possible follow-through studies of the IRAS discoveries with unprecedented sensitivity. However, these two instruments, which are relatively small cryogenically cooled telescopes, approximately 85-and 60-cm aperture respectively, suffer from two limitations --low spatial resolution at long wavelengths and limited collecting area for very high resolution spectroscopy. Higher spatial resolution is required for studying collapsing protostellar objects in our own galaxy, clusters of protostars in the Magellanic Clouds, giant molecular clouds in nearby galaxies, and spiral arms in distant galaxies. A larger collecting area is required to detect weak spectral lines in small sources to probe the physical, chemical, and dynamical conditions of these sources. Both NASA and ESA have begun long range studies to deal with these requirements, the 15-30 meter Large Deployable Reflector (LDR) of NASA and the 8-meter Far Infrared Space Telescope (FIRST) of ESA. Unfortunately, these projects face very demanding technology advances and remain a long way in the future.
We are proposing jointly at the University of Arizona, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, and University of Chicago, to take an intermediate step in both the science and the technology with a 3 meter balloon -borne far infrared telescope. This telescope would be operated as a facility with 5 -10 flights per year each of 8 -10 hours.
A one year design study of this telescope has been approved by NASA.
Scientific Performance
The scientific performance of the three -meter balloon telescope is determined by the aperture, effective telescope emissivity, and the telescope temperature, the same items that determine the performance of the LDP.
With the exception of the aperture, the values for these quantities should be similar for LDR and the balloon telescope. The balloon telescope will operate at an ambient temperature of about 220 K and should have an emissivity near 10 %.
A lower value of the mirror emissivity may be achievable. Figure 1 gives the broadband sensitivity at 100 microns vs. the diffraction -limited beam size for existing and planned instruments.
The highest sensitivity is at the top. Figure 1 shows clearly the greater sensitivity and spatial resolution of the 3 -meter telescope over existing instruments and its effectiveness for follow-through of 100 -micron sources at the limit of IRAS sensitivity.
The spatial resolution is 8 arc seconds at 100 microns, a substantial gain over existing far infrared instruments.
Technical Issues
This project will deal with many technical issues directly relevant to LDR and provide a focus for utilizing potential LDR technologies at a reasonable size, time schedule, and cost.
In particular, the two telescopes have in common most of the mirror requirements, for example, lightweight 30-micron diffraction -limited figure accuracy for the primary mirror, operating temperature range, and near -vacuum thermal environment. Lightweight mirror technology is in rapid evolution today. However, the domain of 30-micron diffractionlimited figure accuracy has had less attention from optical laboratories or government programs.
This project can help to focus some of this activity leading to a large mirror in actual use.
Some other items in common are maintaining the optical alignment and the operational procedures for efficiently acquiring and tracking sources, many of which are not visible.
On the other hand this project requires no advance in the art of scientific ballooning. The existing capability of the NSBF in Palestine, Texas, is adequate in terms of payload weight and size, balloon size, staging facilities, launch capability, telemetry, tracking, and recovery as currently operated.
Telescope Table 1 gives the optical and pointing specifications for the telescope.
A three -meter aperture Cassegrain configuration was chosen as a reasonable size to provide a substantial scientific gain over present one -meter stratospheric telescopes and as a technologically We are proposing jointly at the University of Arizona, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, and University of Chicago, to take an intermediate step in both the science and the technology with a 3 meter balloon-borne far infrared telescope. This telescope would be operated as a facility with 5-10 flights per year each of 8-10 hours. A one year design study of this telescope has been approved by NASA.
Scientific Performance
The scientific performance of the three-meter balloon telescope is determined by the aperture, effective telescope emissivity, and the telescope temperature, the same items that determine the performance of the LDR. With the exception of the aperture, the values for these quantities should be similar for LDR and the balloon telescope. The balloon telescope will operate at an ambient temperature of about 220 K and should have an emissivity near 10%. A lower value of the mirror emissivity may be achievable. Figure 1 gives the broadband sensitivity at 100 microns vs. the diffraction-limited beam size for existing and planned instruments. The highest sensitivity is at the top. Figure 1 shows clearly the greater sensitivity and spatial resolution of the 3-meter telescope over existing instruments and its effectiveness for follow-through of 100-micron sources at the limit of IRAS sensitivity. The spatial resolution is 8 arc seconds at 100 microns, a substantial gain over existing far infrared instruments.
Technical Issues
This project will deal with many technical issues directly relevant to LDR and provide a focus for utilizing potential LDR technologies at a reasonable size, time schedule, and cost. In particular, the two telescopes have in common most of the mirror requirements, for example, lightweight 30-micron diffraction-limited figure accuracy for the primary mirror, operating temperature range, and near-vacuum thermal environment. Lightweight mirror technology is in rapid evolution today. However, the domain of 30-micron diffractionlimited figure accuracy has had less attention from optical laboratories or government programs. This project can help to focus some of this activity leading to a large mirror in actual use. Some other items in common are maintaining the optical alignment and the operational procedures for efficiently acquiring and tracking sources, many of which are not visible.
Telescope Table 1 gives the optical and pointing specifications for the telescope. A three-meter aperture Cassegrain configuration was chosen as a reasonable size to provide a substantial scientific gain over present one-meter stratospheric telescopes and as a technologically f/2 f/10 6.9 "/mm 62.8 cm 4.4% 4.75 m 1.5 m feasible size for realization of a modern lightweight mirror. The aperture matches the largest sized gondola that can be conveniently accommodated by the National Scientific Balloon Facility (NSBF) staging building, launch and recover vehicles, and is a reasonable step between the current one -meter stratospheric telescopes and the 10-to 30 -meter LDR.
The telescope is chosen to be diffraction -limited at 30 microns in accordance with the recommendation of the Field Committee Report for the LDR.
In addition, it should have good reflectivity and imaging from visible to millimeter wavelengths in order to provide for infrared observations shortward of 30 microns and alignment and guiding on visible stars.
The pointing stability specification of 1 arc second rms is set not to compromise the imaging quality of the optics by telescope pointing wander.
The 15 -arc minute field of view is primarily to accommodate the longer wavelengths (this field is 5 times the diameter of the Airÿ disk at 1 mm) for which the requirement on image quality is relaxed.
This telescope (as well as LDR) requires a means for sky subtraction.
At a balloon altitude of 30 km, the background radiation is dominated by the telescope rather than the sky, which has an emissivity of less than 1% over most of the spectrum.
Because of this, the "sky noise" as experienced from balloon altitudes is very small and the required sky subtraction frequency is determined only by the noise spectrum of the detectors, not the properties of the atmosphere.
To perform the background subtraction we have chosen a secondary mirror oscillating at 16 Hz to avoid 1/f noise characteristic of some detector amplifier systems.
For many detectors, a much lower frequency would be suitable and could be accommodated. For the pointed telescopes, the limiting flux is given for a signal -to -noise of 10 a, bandwidth AX /X _ .5, beam size of 1.22 X /D, photoconductor detective quantum efficiency of p = 0.5, and integration time of 30 minutes with half of the time on the source.
For the three -meter balloon telescope and LDR, the telescope emissivity and instrument efficiency are each taken to be 0.1 and the telescope temperature 220 K. For the KAO, the telescope emissivity, sky emissivity, and transmission are taken to be 0.2, 0.2, and 0.8, respectively. The IRAS survey limiting flux is taken from IRAS specifications. The lines are projections. The cross represents the specification we have used for defining the weight to be supported by the telescope structure.
feasible size for realization of a modern lightweight mirror. The aperture matches the largest sized gondola that can be conveniently accommodated by the National Scientific Balloon Facility (NSBF) staging building, launch and recover vehicles, and is a reasonable step between the current one-meter stratospheric telescopes and the 10-to 30-meter LDR.
The telescope is chosen to be diffraction-limited at 30 microns in accordance with the recommendation of the Field Committee Report for the LDR. In addition, it should have good reflectivity and imaging from visible to millimeter wavelengths in order to provide for infrared observations shortward of 30 microns and alignment and guiding on visible stars.
The 15-arc minute field of view is primarily to accommodate the longer wavelengths (this field is 5 times the diameter of the Airy disk at 1 mm) for which the requirement on image quality is relaxed.
This telescope (as well as LDR) requires a means for sky subtraction. At a balloon altitude of 30 km, the background radiation is dominated by the telescope rather than the sky, which has an emissivity of less than 1% over most of the spectrum. Because of this, the "sky noise" as experienced from balloon altitudes is very small and the required sky subtraction frequency is determined only by the noise spectrum of the detectors, not the properties of the atmosphere. To perform the background subtraction we have chosen a secondary mirror oscillating at 16 Hz to avoid 1/f noise characteristic of some detector amplifier systems. For many detectors, a much lower frequency would be suitable and could be accommodated. Size. For the pointed telescopes, the limiting flux is given for a signal-to-noise of 10 a, bandwidth AX/X = .5, beam size of 1.22 X/D, photoconductor detective quantum efficiency of n = 0.5, and integration time of 30 minutes with half of the time on the source. For the three-meter balloon telescope and LDR, the telescope emissivity and instrument efficiency are each taken to be 0.1 and the telescope temperature 220 K. For the KAO, the telescope emissivity, sky emissivity, and transmission are taken to be 0.2, 0.2, and 0.8, respectively. The IRAS survey limiting flux is taken from IRAS specifications. The cross represents the specification we have used for defining the weight to be supported by the telescope structure.
The focal ratios given are chosen to provide parameters for a preliminary analysis of the size and weight of the telescope and gondola.
The f/2 primary is conservative. The ability of optical shops to figure fast parabolic primaries has improved considerably recently. Three overall focal ratios are shown in Table 1 : f/35 --the same as the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility on Mauna Kea (IRTF), f/13.5 --the same as the KAO telescope, and f /10 --chosen for the "strawman" design given in Section 4.
Each has the appropriate primary focal ratio to have the same overall telescope tube length, a constraint imposed by the NSBF facilities.
The choice among these alternatives will depend on tradeoffs among scientific preference, optical image quality, alignment tolerances, secondary size, instrument relay optics size, and fabrication cost.
Telescope Optics
This is an opportune time for pursuing this project because of current advances in the technology of fabricating lightweight mirror blanks, accurate generation of non -spherical mirror surfaces, and figuring very fast large mirrors. Figure 2 shows the weight per area vs. mirror diameter for a number of different approaches. The cross represents the specification we have used in this paper for defining the weight to be supported by the telescope structure. This is 70 kg /m2, less than half the surface weight of the Space Telescope mirror.
The fusion -welded and frit-bonded fused silica blanks and the machined lightweighted ULE have been developed for high optical quality space applications. We believe those technologies are not appropriate for this project because of their very high cost and because of our lower optical quality requirements.
The techniques that appear most appropriate for this project are:
Fusion -welded borosilicate glass or fused silica using plates and tubes.
2.
Replicated carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) surface on honeycomb core.
3.
Glass plates on a CFRP substructure.
4.
Cast and machined aluminum.
For very lightweight glass mirrors a technique developed by Roger Angel at the University of Arizona for fusion welding plates and tubes appears very promising. This technique utilizes refractory sand to transform the circular tubes in the core to a well -fused close -packed hexagonal core. Figure 3 shows a 68 -cm diameter example.
This approach can be used to make a 3 -meter mirror weighing less than 70 kg /m2.
Experiments are also being carried out using the same approach with fused silica. 68 -cm diameter pyrex mirror blank with a monolithic hexagonal honeycomb fused core.
The front and back facesheets are 1.3 cm thick.
The core is formed from 2.4 -mm wall 7.6 -cm diameter circular tubes. The overall thickness is 10 cm. The front sheet is sufficiently transparent to be hardly discernable in the photograph.
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Replicated carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) mirrors, on a thin -walled aluminum honeycomb core, offer the lightest surface weight (-10 kg /m2).
The UAMax Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy ten -meter submillimeter telescope is being constructed from 2 -meter sized panels replicated from precision -generated glass molds. Figure 4 shows a contour map of the departure of the prototype replicated surface made by Dornier Systems from that of the glass mold provided by UA. The surface difference is 4.5 microns rms, compared with the 1-micron accuracy required by the balloon telescope. We believe that considerably better optical precision can be achieved. Other lightweight replicating materials such as graphite phenolic, graphite graphite, and graphite magnesium are under development in industry.
Another approach that utilizes both the high stiffness -to-weight ratio of graphite composite and the optical properties of glass is a combination of the two materials.
A 30 -cm test mirror made from graphite epoxy with aluminum honeycomb core and 3 -mm glass front and back plates has been constructed by UA and Dornier.
The focal ratios given are chosen to provide parameters for a preliminary analysis of the size and weight of the telescope and gondola. The f/2 primary is conservative. The ability of optical shops to figure fast parabolic primaries has improved considerably recently. Three overall focal ratios are shown in Table 1: f/35 the same as the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility on Mauna Kea (IRTF), f/13.5 the same as the KAO telescope, and f/10 chosen for the "strawman" design given in Section 4. Each has the appropriate primary focal ratio to have the same overall telescope tube length, a constraint imposed by the NSBF facilities.
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Telescope Optics
This is an opportune time for pursuing this project because of current advances in the technology of fabricating lightweight mirror blanks, accurate generation of non-spherical mirror surfaces, and figuring very fast large mirrors. Figure 2 shows the weight per area vs. mirror diameter for a number of different approaches. The cross represents the specification we have used in this paper for defining the weight to be supported by the telescope structure. This is 70 kg/m 2 , less than half the surface weight of the Space Telescope mirror.
The fusion-welded and frit-bonded fused silica blanks and the machined lightweighted OLE have been developed for high optical quality space applications. We believe those technologies are not appropriate for this project because of their very high cost and because of our lower optical quality requirements. The techniques that appear most appropriate for t his pro j ec t are:
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For very lightweight glass mirrors a technique developed by Roger Angel at the University of Arizona for fusion welding plates and tubes appears very promising. This technique utilizes refractory sand to transform the circular tubes in the core to a well-fused close-packed hexagonal core. Figure 3 shows a 68-cm diameter example. This approach can be used to make a 3-meter mirror weighing less than 70 kg/m 2 . Experiments are also being carried out using the same approach with fused silica.
Replicated carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) mirrors, on a thin-walled aluminum honeycomb core, offer the lightest s u r f a c e we i ght (~10 kg/m 2 ). The UAMax Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy ten-meter submillimeter telescope is being constructed from 2-meter sized panels replicated from precision-generated glass molds. Figure 4 shows a contour map of the departure of the prototype replicated surface made by Dornier Systems from that of the glass mold provided by UA. The surface difference is 4.5 microns rins, compared with the 1-micron accuracy required by the balloon telescope. We believe that considerably better optical precision can be achieved. Other lightweight replicating materials such as graphite phenolic, graphite graphite, and graphite magnesium are under development in industry.
Another approach that utilizes both the high stiffness-to-weight ratio of graphite composite and the optical properties of glass is a combination of" the two mater i a1s. A 3 0-cm t e s t mirror made from graphite epoxy with aluminum honeycomb core and 3-mm glass front and back plates has been constructed by UA and Dornier. . 68-cm diameter pyrex mirror blank with a,mono1ithic hexagona1 honeycomb fused core. The front and back facesheets are 1.3 cm, thick. The core is formed from 2.4-mm wa11 7.6-cm dlamete r circular tube s. The overall thickness is 10 cm. The front sheet is sufficiently transparent to be hardly discernable in the photograph. This is shown in Figure 5 .
A critical requirement for the telescope optics is to survive the temperature range it will be exposed to ( -70 °C to +40 °) and to maintain an adequate figure at the operating temperature of approximately -50 °C. At the University of Arizona we are preparing to optically test candidate mirrors over this temperature range utilizing the Kitt Peak National Observatory 30 -meter vacuum optics test chamber, a liquid nitrogen cooled shroud, and a 10-micron laser interferometer.
Our strategy concerning the primary mirror is to specify a mirror weight for the mechanical design based on 70 kg /m, which we are confident can be achieved. In addition we will vigorously pursue techniques both for fabricating even lighter glass mirrors and for utilizing very lightweight composite mirrors. This work will be done in close collaboration with the NASA Centers' LDR programs.
The Gondola
The balloon gondola is to be in large measure a scaled -up version of the successful SAO/ UA one -meter far -infrared balloon -borne telescope system operated by SAO for the past decade. Modified versions of this system's design have been flown successfully by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (1.2 meter) and the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, India (1 meter).
However, there will be several crucial differences: the telescope mirror will be three meters in diameter and of lightweight construction; the structure will employ composite materials wherever possible to be lightweight and strong; a cross -elevation gimbal will be added to the altitude-azimuth pointing system; and higher pointing stability and offset pointing accuracy will be necessary. The design will follow standard balloonpayload practices but will incorporate higher quality design, components, and documentation wherever possible to enhance reliability and ease of experiment integration. After the first three engineering flights have demonstrated system performance, the payload and documentation would be upgraded to facility status. This is shown in Figure 5 .
A critical requirement for the telescope optics is to survive the temperature range it will be exposed to (-70°C to +40°) and to maintain an adequate figure at the operating temperature of approximately -50°C. At the University of Arizona we are preparing to optically test candidate mirrors over this temperature range utilizing the Kitt Peak National Observatory 30-meter vacuum optics test chamber, a liquid nitrogen cooled shroud, and a 10-micron laser interferometer.
Our strategy concerning the primary mirror is to specify a mirror weight for the mechanical design based on 70 kg/m, which we are confident can be achieved. In addition we will vigorously pursue techniques both for fabricating even lighter glass mirrors and for utilizing very lightweight composite mirrors. This work will be done in close collaboration with the NASA Centers 1 LDR programs.
The balloon gondola is to be in large measure a scaled-up version of the successful SAO/ UA one-meter far-infrared balloon-borne telescope system operated by SAO for the past decade. Modified versions of this system's design have been flown successfully by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (1.2 meter) and the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, India (1 meter). However, there will be several crucial differences: the telescope mirror will be three meters in diameter and of lightweight construction; the structure will employ composite materials wherever possible to be lightweight and strong; a cross-elevation gimbal will be added to the altitude-azimuth pointing system; and higher pointing stability and offset pointing accuracy will be necessary. The design will follow standard balloonpayload practices but will incorporate higher quality design, components, and documentation wherever possible to enhance reliability and ease of experiment integration. After the first three engineering flights have demonstrated system performance, the payload and documentation would be upgraded to facility status. The base is a rectangular deep section structural member that serves as the telescope pedestal and houses the electronics.
The telescope is fixed to the base by two columns that house the elevation axis bearings and drive. These pairs of elevation axis bearings support the cross -elevation gimbal ring, which in turn supports the cross -elevation bearings.
The support ring on the telescope is then mounted to these bearings.
The base section also houses the azimuthal reaction wheel assembly and centers it on the line of suspension.
This wheel can be quite heavy, weighing up to 200 kg.
Similar but much smaller reaction wheels for reaction torques exist on the elevation and cross -elevation axes.
In addition, the base houses the electronics, batteries, power distribution system, and telemetry.
These will be housed in separate enclosures in a standard rack -mounted chassis fashion.
The enclosures will provide the necessary thermal environment for the associated equipment and the chassis will have easy access for troubleshooting and maintenance.
The base is connected to the upper structure by a tubular truss fabricated from either thin -walled aluminum or CFRP tubes.
The choice will be made during the study phase.
The upper structure provides the attachment to the balloon's suspension lines and houses the momentum transfer device and the magnetic azimuth sensor.
High -altitude balloons, at float altitude, are usually subjected to continuous rotation or oscillations of a few cycles per hour. This movement, transmitted to the instrument gondola via the suspension lines, must be compensated in order to maintain a constant line of sight. Also, excess angular momentum from the azimuthal reaction wheel must be appropriately dissipated.
This momentum dissipation and balloon compensation are achieved by the momentum transfer unit. This unit must isolate the gondola as much as possible from the balloon and suspension line motions yet provide enough frictional coupling to transfer excess angular momentum for stabilization purposes. Such a unit has been constructed and operated very successfully on the SAO /UA one -meter balloon -borne telescope.
The gondola provides enough clearance to permit observations between 10° and 60° elevation.
The three -meter telescope will be mounted in a rectangular frame that will be approximately 8.5 meters tall, 6 meters by 8 meters wide, and weigh approximately 2345 kg (including the telescope and supporting equipment). A drawing of the gondola is given in Figure 6 . Cross section views are shown in Figure 7 .
The gondola will be subjected to an unusual set of environmental conditions. Modest accelerations occur during launch, deployment (cutdown), and during landing (ground impact). NSBF specifies these accelerations to be in the range of 5 -10 g's.
At float altitude (100,000 feet) the temperature is approximately -50 °C and the pressure is 10 torr. However, during ascent through the troposphere the temperature can get as low as -70 °C.
The gondola, instruments, and supporting equipment must be able to withstand this environment and perform properly during flight. Also, they must survive the landing impact without serious damage.
The gondola will be constructed in a modular fashion and composed of three major sections: base, upper structure, and interconnecting truss.
As shown in Figure 8 , with an overall height of about 8.4 meters, the gondola hangs comfortably from the launch arm of "Tiny Tim," the NSBF launch vehicle.
A summary of the estimated weights of the system and its components is given in Table 2 . Significant weight growth is not anticipated because the primary mirror may well be lighter than estimated for this proposal. A lighter-weight mirror would be accompanied by a scaling down of the weights of related structures.
Many of the other weight estimates are based upon existing hardware used on the one -meter telescope and are, as a result, probably more realistic than normal for a design at such an early stage. 58 Figure 6 . Proposed gondola and three-meter balloon-borne telescope.
The three-meter telescope will be mounted in a rectangular frame that will be approximately 8.5 meters tall, 6 meters by 8 meters wide, and weigh approximately 2345 kg (including the telescope and supporting equipment). A drawing of the gondola is given in Figure 6 . Cross section views are shown in Figure 7 .
The gondola will be subjected to an unusual set of environmental conditions. Modest accelerations occur during launch, deployment (cutdown), and during landing (ground impact). NSBF specifies these accelerations to be in the range of 5-10 g's. At float altitude (100,000 feet) the temperature is approximately -50°C and the pressure is 10 torr. However, during ascent through the troposphere the temperature can get as low as -70°C. The gondola, instruments, and supporting equipment must be able to withstand this environment and perform properly during flight. Also, they must survive the landing impact without serious damage.
The base is a rectangular deep section structural member that serves as the telescope pedestal and houses the electronics. The telescope is fixed to the base by two columns that house the elevation axis bearings and drive. These pairs of elevation axis bearings support the cross-elevation gimbal ring, which in turn supports the cross-elevation bearings. The support ring on the telescope is then mounted to these bearings. The base section also houses the azimuthal reaction wheel assembly and centers it on the line of suspension. This wheel can be quite heavy, weighing up to 200 kg. Similar but much smaller reaction wheels for reaction torques exist on the elevation and cross-elevation axes. In addition, the base houses the electronics, batteries, power distribution system, and telemetry. These will be housed in separate enclosures in a standard rack-mounted chassis fashion. The enclosures will provide the necessary thermal environment for the associated equipment and the chassis will have easy access for troubleshooting and maintenance.
The base is connected to the upper structure by a tubular truss fabricated from either thin-walled aluminum or CFRP tubes. The choice will be made during the study phase.
High-altitude balloons, at float altitude, are usually subjected to continuous rotation or oscillations of a few cycles per hour. This movement, transmitted to the instrument gondola via the suspension lines, must be compensated in order to maintain a constant line of sight. Also, excess angular momentum from the azimuthal reaction wheel must be appropriately dissipated. This momentum dissipation and balloon compensation are achieved by the momentum transfer unit. This unit must isolate the gondola as much as possible from the balloon and suspension line motions yet provide enough frictional coupling to transfer excess angular momentum for stabilization purposes. Such a unit has been constructed and operated very successfully on the SAO/UA one-meter balloon-borne telescope.
The gondola provides enough clearance to permit observations between 10 c tion.
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Pointing System
To orient the telescope two orthogonal control axes, elevation and cross elevation, are used.
However, telescope motion within the gondola on the cross-elevation axis is limited to about +2 °.
To achieve the full range of azimuthal angles a third control axis is used to orient the entire gondola in the azimuthal direction.
Acquisition of a celestial source is achieved through two modes of operation that are called position mode and inertial mode. The position mode is used for acquiring the approximate position of the source by rotation of the gondola about the azimuthal axis, using the earth's magnetic field as reference, to an accuracy of about 0.5 °, and rotation about the elevation axis, using the local vertical of the gondola as reference, to an accuracy of about 0.1 °. The position mode brings the desired source direction within the range of motion of the cross -elevation axis. The inertial mode is used for fine -pointing To orient the telescope two orthogonal control axes, elevation and cross elevation, are used. However, telescope motion within the gondola on the cross-elevation axis is limited to about +2°. To achieve the full range of azimuthal angles a third control axis is used to orient~the entire gondola in the azimuthal direction.
Acquisition of a celestial source is achieved through two modes of operation that are called position mode and inertial mode. The position mode is used for acquiring the approximate position of the source by rotation of the gondola about the azimuthal axis, using the earth's magnetic field as reference, to an accuracy of about 0.5°, and rotation about the elevation axis, using the local vertical of the gondola as reference, to an accuracy of about 0.1°. The position mode brings the desired source direction within the range of motion of the cross-elevation axis. The inertial mode is used for fine-pointing the telescope and employs as a reference two rate -integrating gyros, mounted on the telescope base ring, for orientation of the telescope about the elevation and cross -elevation axes.
Because of limited motion in the cross -elevation direction the gondola azimuthal motion follows the telescope cross -elevation motion to an accuracy of 0.5 °. Pointing accuracy of the telescope in this mode is limited by the gyro's drift rates. These drifts can be nulled during flight by telecommand to «0.1 arc second /second or eliminated by use of the television camera star tracker to feedback a position error signal.
Pointing of the telescope at a desired astronomical object is achieved through the use of four intensified television cameras. One camera is used for acquisition, two cameras are used for star tracking, and one is located at the focal plane of the primary telescope. The acquisition camera, with a 5° field of view and a limiting stellar magnitude of approximately 8, is used to identify the initial star field. The primary tracking function, using two -star tracking with a resolution of 0.5 arc seconds, would be provided by two cameras with approximately 30 arc minute and 2 arc minute fields of view, respectively. A single camera at the focal plane of the main telescope with a 10 -arc minute field of view would be used for boresighting the tracking cameras, monitoring the chopper performance, and as a backup for the tracking cameras.
Using two wide -band (5 MHz) telemetry transmitters, any two of the four cameras can be displayed simultaneously at the ground station. At the ground station, computer -generated images of the star field pattern in the desired source direction will be superimposed on the video displays of the observed star field. To avoid the effects of image distortion a 60 the telescope and employs as a reference two rate-integrating gyros, mounted on the telescope base ring, for orientation of the telescope about the elevation and cross-elevation axes. Because of limited motion in the cross-elevation direction the gondola azimuthal motion follows the telescope cross-elevation motion to an accuracy of 0.5°. Pointing accuracy of the telescope in this mode is limited by the gyro's drift rates. These drifts can be nulled during flight by telecommand to «0.1 arc second/second or eliminated by use of the television camera star tracker to feedback a position error signal.
Pointing of the telescope at a desired astronomical object is achieved through the use of four intensified television cameras. One camera is used for acquisition, two cameras are used for star tracking, and one is located at the focal plane of the primary telescope. The acquisition camera, with a 5° field of view and a limiting stellar magnitude of approximately 8, is used to identify the initial star field. The primary tracking function, using two-star tracking with a resolution of 0.5 arc seconds, would be provided by two cameras with approximately 30 arc minute and 2 arc minute fields of view, respectively. A single camera at the focal plane of the main telescope with a 10-arc minute field of view would be used for boresighting the tracking cameras, monitoring the chopper performance, and as a backup for the tracking cameras.
Using two wide-band (5 MHz) telemetry transmitters, any two of the four cameras can be displayed simultaneously at the ground station. At the ground station, computer-generated images of the star field pattern in the desired source direction will be superimposed on the video displays of the observed star field. To avoid the effects of image distortion a reticle will be mounted in the focal plane of each television camera.
The star field overlays help shorten the source acquisition time and can be used for either manual or automated offset guiding.
Manual guiding is achieved through use of a joystick control. Automated offset guiding is achieved by displaying a small box on the screen to which the position of guide star image is limited. Whenever the stellar image crosses a side of the box an error signal is generated and transmitted to the gondola pointing system to correct the telescope position.
A similar automated offset guiding system has already been used on NASA's Kuiper Airborne Observatory.
Electronics and Power
The electronic system proposed is very similar to the well-tested one on the one -meter SAO /UA balloon -borne telescope. Considerable electronic experience has been gained not only through this telescope but also by other groups using similar servo systems in balloon -borne altitude -azimuth telescopes.
A diagram of the electronics system is shown in Figure 9 . As discussed earlier, there are two basic servo loops, one controlling the position mode and the other the inertial. mode.
In the position mode the desired elevation angle is telecommanded to the electronics and into a position register that is compared to a shaft encoder affixed to the telescope and referenced to gravity. When the encoded and commanded angles are equal the telescope is at the desired angle.
Any difference between these registers serves as an error signal to maintain the elevation stabilization. The azimuthal angle is determined from a precision magnetometer sensing the earth's magnetic field that has been servoed to maintain a magnetic north pointing. An encoder is affixed to the magnetometer and referenced to the gondola. This encoder signal is then compared to a commanded angle in a manner similar to the elevation system. The resulting error signal is then used to maintain the azimuthal stabilization.
Motion in azimuth, elevation, and cross -elevation is achieved by using DC torque motors to torque against reaction wheels. Although elevation and cross -elevation motion could be achieved by torquing against the gondola, to reduce induced oscillations on the 61 reticle will be mounted in the focal plane of each television camera. The star field overlays help shorten the source acquisition time and can be used for either manual or automated offset guiding. Manual guiding is achieved through use of a joystick control. Automated offset guiding is achieved by displaying a small box on the screen to which the position of guide star image is limited. Whenever the stellar image crosses a side of the box an error signal is generated and transmitted to the gondola pointing system to correct the telescope position. A similar automated offset guiding system has already been used on NASA's Kuiper Airborne Observatory.
The electronic system proposed is very similar to the well-tested one on the one-meter SAO/UA balloon-borne telescope. Considerable electronic experience has been gained not only through this telescope but also by other groups using similar servo systems in balloon-borne altitude-azimuth telescopes. A diagram of the electronics system is shown in Figure 9 .
A AAA ANTENNAS Figure 9 . Electronics block diagram.
As discussed earlier, there are two basic servo loops, one controlling the position mode and the other the inertia! mode.
In the position mode the desired elevation angle is telecommanded to the electronics and into a position register that is compared to a shaft encoder affixed to the telescope and referenced to gravity. When the encoded and commanded angles are equal the telescope is at the desired angle. Any difference between these registers serves as an error signal to maintain the elevation stabilization. The azimuthal angle is determined from a precision magnetometer sensing the earth's magnetic field that has been servoed to maintain a magnetic north pointing. An encoder is affixed to the magnetometer and referenced to the gondola. This encoder signal is then compared to a commanded angle in a manner similar to the elevation system. The resulting error signal is then used to maintain the azimuthal stabilization. Motion in azimuth, elevation, and cross-elevation is achieved by using DC torque motors to torque against reaction wheels. Although elevation and cross-elevation motion could be achieved by torquing against the gondola, to reduce induced oscillations on the scale of arc seconds reaction wheels will be used.
Excess azimuthal momentum in the reaction wheel is transferred to the balloon as part of the servo system.
Once the telescope has been stabilized in the position mode, the inertial mode is activated by uncaging rate -integrating gyros aligned with the elevation and cross -elevation axes.
The elevation and cross -elevation position angles are then sensed with respect to the gyros' inertial axis and gyroscopic error signals are generated as control signals for respective DC torque motors for position stabilization. The elevation and cross -elevation reaction wheels are used in this mode also. A digital shaft encoder can be used to measure the cross-elevation motion with respect to the gondola.
The gondola azimuthal motion follows the telescope cross -elevation motion to within 0.5 °.
The gyroscopes are excellent for sensing high-frequency components of the error signal, whereas the television star tracker system is used for sensing low -frequency and DC components of error. A third rate -integrating gyro will also be mounted on the gondola frame to correct high-frequency error signals in the azimuthal axis.
Because interactions with the balloon are an integral part of the azimuth control problem, an active device has been placed at the main payload support bearing. This "momentumdump system" serves to control momentum transfer between the payload and the balloon by means of bearing friction, thereby regulating the average speed of the azimuthal reaction wheel.
The main advantage of this system is to limit the twisting of the suspension cables to a small value, preventing them from storing a large amount of torsional energy which could feed back to the gondola.
The system is relatively simple, consisting of two bearings rigidly connected together and inserted between the suspension cable and the gondola. The upper bearing is free to rotate, but the lower bearing is driven by a DC motor that is activated in the azimuthal servo loop when the reaction wheel exceeds a given angular velocity.
Mounted on the telescope is a servo -driven balance weight adjusted to minimize the elevation current by correcting imbalances caused by cryogenic boiloff and other motion devices.
Capabilities also exist for moving the telescope secondary mirror for focusing and for controlling the secondary mirror oscillations and angular position.
The telemetry system used will be very similar to the system already in use at NSBF. The primary scientific information and housekeeping data will be relayed to the ground station by PCM telemetry, and will include analog as well as digital data.
Remote control of the telescope is achieved through a PCM command system also similar to the NSBF system. Discrete commands as well as 16 -bit word commands are available.
Power requirements are summarized in Table 3 . These estimates have been scaled from the one -meter telescope and allow for advances in power-conserving electronics (TTL -CMOS) and are modestly conservative. Batteries of this capacity (490 ampere-hours) have been commonly used and are readily available.
Battery weight is estimated to be approximately 100 lbs.
Focal -Plane Instruments
The three -meter telescope should provide a useful platform for a wide variety of instruments including multidetector photometric "cameras," medium and high resolution spectrographs, and very high resolution heterodyne receivers. During the study described here, we would survey the community for existing instruments and develop "strawman" designs for one or more instruments in each of these classes if necessary in order to assure compatibility with the design developed for the balloon telescope focal -plane and data -acquisition systems. 'We plan to carry two instruments on each flight using a mirror for beam switching.
Ground Support Facility
The three -meter balloon -borne telescope program will have an independent, self-contained telemetry ground station except for the use of the NSBF directional receive and transmit antennas.
Being independent of the NSBF ground station permits economical full -time use of the equipment for testing and flight preparation. A block diagram of the ground support equipment and facilities is illustrated in Figure 10 .
The ground station will contain three telemetry receivers:
two for the television camera video and one for the PCM telemetry. The serial PCM data will be decoded by a D -PAD 3 PCM decommutator and sent to a central minicomputer (e.g., a VAX 11/750) that will not only provide real -time output of the scientific data and housekeeping information on strip charts, video consoles, and a printer, but also record the data on digital tape. The 62 scale of arc seconds reaction wheels will be used. Excess azimuthal momentum in the reaction wheel is transferred to the balloon as part of the servo system.
Once the telescope has been stabilized in the position mode, the inertial mode is activated by uncaging rate-integrating gyros aligned with the elevation and cross-elevation axes. The elevation and cross-elevation position angles are then sensed with respect to the gyros' inertial axis and gyroscopic error signals are generated as control signals for respective DC torque motors for position stabilization. The elevation and cross-elevation reaction wheels are used in this mode also. A digital shaft encoder can be used to measure the cross-elevation motion with respect to the gondola. The gondola azimuthal motion follows the telescope cross-elevation motion to within 0.5°.
The gyroscopes are excellent for sensing high-frequency components of the error signal, whereas the television star tracker system is used for sensing low-frequency and DC components of error. A third rate-integrating gyro will also be mounted on the gondola frame to correct high-frequency error signals in the azimuthal axis.
Because interactions with the balloon are an integral part of the azimuth control problem, an active device has been placed at the main payload support bearing. This "momentumdump system" serves to control momentum transfer between the payload and the balloon by means of bearing friction, thereby regulating the average speed of the azimuthal reaction wheel. The main advantage of this system is to limit the twisting of the suspension cables to a small value, preventing them from storing a large amount of torsional energy which could feed back to the gondola. The system is relatively simple, consisting of two bearings rigidly connected together and inserted between the suspension cable and the gondola. The upper bearing is free to rotate, but the lower bearing is driven by a DC motor that is activated in the azimuthal servo loop when the reaction wheel exceeds a given angular velocity.
Mounted on the telescope is a servo-driven balance weight adjusted to minimize the elevation current by correcting imbalances caused by cryogenic boiloff and other motion devices.
Remote control of the telescope is achieved through a PCM command system also similar to the NSBF system. Discrete commands as well as 16-bit word commands are available.
Power requirements are summarized in Table 3 . These estimates have been scaled from the one-meter telescope and allow for advances in power-conserving electronics (TTL-CMOS) and are modestly conservative. Batteries of this capacity (490 ampere-hours) have been commonly used and are readily available. Battery weight is estimated to be approximately 100 Ibs.
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The three-meter telescope should provide a useful platform for a wide variety of instruments including multidetector photometric "cameras," medium and high resolution spectrographs, and very high resolution heterodyne receivers. During the study described here, we would survey the community for existing instruments and develop "strawman" designs for one or more instruments in each of these classes if necessary in order to assure compatibility with the design developed for the balloon telescope focal-plane and data-acquisition systems. *\fie plan to carry two instruments on each flight using a mirror for beam switching.
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The three-meter balloon-borne telescope program will have an independent, self-contained telemetry ground station except for the use of the NSBF directional receive and transmit antennas. Being independent of the NSBF ground station permits economical full-time use of the equipment for testing and flight preparation. A block diagram of the ground support equipment and facilities is illustrated in Figure 10 .
The ground station will contain three telemetry receivers: two for the television camera video and one for the PCM telemetry. The serial PCM data will be decoded by a D-PAD 3 PCM decommutator and sent to a central minicomputer (e.g., a VAX 11/750) that will not only provide real-time output of the scientific data and housekeeping information on strip charts, video consoles, and a printer, but also record the data on digital tape. The Figure 10 .
Block diagram of the ground support equipment and facilities. computer will also merge NSBF data, such as longitude, latitude, altitude, pressure, and ballast into the experiment data tapes.
Of the two video channels, one (acquisition or guide field camera) is used for aspect control of the telescope.
A graphics controller mixes the incoming video signal with a graphics overlay generated by the computer and displays the result on a monitor.
The automated star tracker mode is also implemented by the controller-computer system.
The second video channel is used to display the output from the focal -plane television camera. Both video channels are recorded on tape.
The central computer is also used to send commands from the ground station to the gondola.
The command encoder and transmitter are also located in the ground station.
The one -meter balloon -borne telescope already uses a system very similar to this, but part of the equipment is provided by NSBF.
Flight Requirements
Present far infrared balloon -borne telescopes operate at altitudes of approximately 29 -31 km. This altitude is high enough to be above most ( >99%) of the water vapor in the earth's atmosphere, yet not so high that it taxes the size of the balloon required.
Balloon volume and cost rise exponentially with increasing float altitude.
In the atmospheric region of interest wind velocity also increases with altitude, limiting the time in which the payload will remain within telemetry range of the base station.
At 30 -km altitude the winds are at an acceptable velocity ( <30 kts.) for ten months of the year.
Initially, we plan approximately five flights per year. This number of flights will permit time for modifications to the payload and instrumentation that will be necessary between flights during the early stages of the program. For our first flights we propose limiting the flight duration to the night, about eight to ten hours at the float altitude, and launching the balloon from the NSBF base site. The next step would be to increase the flight time to observing one night and daytime (approximately 23 hours), followed by eventual cross -country flights of two to three days. Such cross -country flights have already been performed by the NSBF.
The balloon volume required is fixed once the altitude and the suspended weight are specified. For a suspended weight of 2800 kg. and a flight altitude of 29 km which we have chosen for this example, and 7.98 million cubic ft. (MCF) balloon is required.
Such a balloon would be constructed of 0.8 mil thick polyethylene sheet (Stratofilm) with two upper caps of 1.2-and 1.5 -mil Stratofilm.
In comparison, the present SAO /UA one -meter balloonborne telescope, with 2100 kg. suspended weight, uses a 6.9 -MCF balloon. The increased size in balloon volume for the three -meter telescope is modest and well within present manufacturing techniques. High -altitude balloons as large as 52 MCF have been successfully flown with 21.6 MCF being used extensively for various payloads.
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